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Thought For The Week: A 'Problem' correctly stated is already half solved - CH Douglas
And being asked by the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should come? he answered them and said:
The kingdom of God cometh not with observation: Neither shall they say: Behold here, or behold there.
For lo, the kingdom of God is within you. Luke 17:20-21: Douay-Rheims 1899 American Edition

THE KINGDOM WITHIN By Arnis Luks
Covid 19 and Climate are presented as threats to strip the assets of the whole world using the rigged
financial system as the mechanism. The Lima Agreement and Climate Agenda 21, 2030 and now 2050, we sent
western industry across to developing nations such as China. Shutting down our own industry under Lima and
jeopardising the stability of coal fired power generation over our own remaining industrial security, we have put
in place (fly by the seat of your pants) wind turbines and solar arrays with big batteries. The lockstep/lockdown
makes the West reliant upon developing nations for filling up the shelves. This is industrial and political madness.
While the news headlines are directing attention towards the many and varied scuffles on the ground, it's
appropriate to ask some questions: How did we get here? What forces were in play simultaneously across the
world? Who is driving this globalist agenda? Is this an entirely natural phenomena beyond man's control that
can explain what we are experiencing? Has there been a meteor shower or other observable catastrophe that has
thrown the world out of kilter?
Reading "Usury and the Church of England" by the Rev Henry Swabey was hard work. The evidence
presented is concentrated throughout the 150 page dissertation. Literally hundreds of other author’s works are
confirming his thesis of the historical condemnation of usury as a social pariah.
Usury, meaning 'bite', was condemned by the traditional church as a great sin against both the individual and
society. What is usury? It is not simple nor straight forward to put your finger on an accurate definition. The
traditional church's arguments against usury highlighted the 'charging for the use of money' as part of this sin.
Lack of risk was another. Lack of shared partnership was another. Scripturally the condemnation of usury goes
back millennia. However, the modern Protestant movement under Calvin, has gone so far as to tolerate and even
license usury as a legitimate function of a modern financial business - neoliberalism or libertarianism.
If Usury is the illicit manipulation of money as an inert medium, then ‘What is money?’
Money is a method of attributing value - financial value, generally for economic goods or services. Money is
simply a measuring tool. As a measuring tool should we be charged for the use of it? The correct answer is no.
Swabey highlights that Bishoprics (a diocese or region of a church which a bishop governs) had their own
mints to ensure no shortage of physical money. Physically, money then was just stamped blank coins (which
could be copper or lead or tin or silver or gold), or even shells or bits of wood. How then from the Bishopric did
the money get issued? Was it just spent into circulation, handed out to those who needed it? Should money just be
handed out today to those who need it like the latest helicopter money proposals?
Real Credit from Modern Manufacturing
In the modern industrial world manufactured-goods are generally a function of community effort and cultural
inheritance. Technology today has taken us to the point where shortages, or scarcity are extremely rare. Have
you ever heard of a shortage of cars to buy? (except during the forced lockstep/lockdown of the whole world
which severely restricted supply chains.) Neither have I. If a factory is having trouble supplying orders, the
factory managers simply expand the business to satisfy the increased demand. The same situation occurs in every
industry. If the demand is there, individuals take up the slack and provide the service.
In our physical world shortages and scarcity are extremely rare. Unless....Cars are a prime example during this

lockstep/lockdown. Transport and distribution are being
severally restricted during covid lockstep/lockdowns.
This causes a shortage of available cars from overseas
manufacturers for our market to sell, which effect is now
compounding towards second-hand car prices to rise to
the benefit of the seller. Deliberate supply ‘shorting’ of
an item causes the price to rise. There are many historical
examples of where a producer/distributor has deliberately
destroyed a crop/product to optimise profit - think of the
spice trade where crops were deliberately burnt/destroyed
to increase their selling price - ploughing in the harvest.
So the moral question, not the production/supply
question comes to the fore. Is profit a more important
priority than supply or national security? Ask the Irish
during the potato famine – all the other crops did not
fail, only the potato crop in which the merchant/usurer
gave no consideration to the starving, only their filthy
lucre. The immoral abstract became more real than the
human suffering. Hundreds, if not thousands of similar
occurrences are found in the historical records if you
take the time to investigate. Joseph with his coat of many
colours was another shorting of supply against Egypt.
Financial Credit
A world of material abundance is not correspondingly
so in the financial realm. Money, as a measuring tool,
is deliberately held in short supply. Today, money as
credit, can only be accessed by mortgaged debt, even
for governments. CH Douglas on the other hand,
presented the case that sufficient money (as spending
power) in the community's hands should be balanced
(held in equilibrium) with the prices associated with
what the community produces. As a measuring tool this
approach makes sense to hold both in balance so as not
to put pressure on the available spending power, nor
unnecessarily on the producer's prices. Money is only
a man devised method for distribution of the fruit of
production.
With more thought given to the subject, understanding of
how usury has evolved into the modern day variety can
also provide a way of freeing us from their grip.
Usury is the power exercised by financial manipulation
over the economic interests of society - financial credit
being exercised over the real credit. This financial/
economic power rightfully belongs to the individuals in
society. Not the government, not the church, not secret
societies or think tanks, nor the financial institutions, but
to the individuals in society. So modern usury becomes:
the filching of the community's inheritance (of the fruit
of the real credit) by the manipulation of financial credit
for private purposes - stealing the community's cultural
inheritance.
The National Dividend - A Negative Tax
As governments confiscate incomes through taxation,
the Douglas proposal of a National Dividend performs
the reverse function of placing into the physical hands
of the individual a financial dividend - essentially
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and factually a money vote to be exercised within
the economic system as they see fit. A small cup of
supplemental ‘credit-power’ to alleviate the inherent
shortfall of available spending power within existing
"prices". As the political vote was conceived (across
many hundreds of years) to distribute political power
across communities, so the economic vote as proposed by
Douglas, distributes financial power with the dividend.
Real Credit
If the raw materials, the massive historical investment
in infrastructure and all sorts of utilities, the massive
historical legacy of technology are all included within
our inheritance, our cultural heritage, who then does the
fruit of production and the whole purpose of production
belong to, but the community. The manufacturer must be
compensated to alleviate costs and a legitimate profit –
for sure. But the purpose of producing in the first place
is for people to consume. Thinking only in terms of
money causes an entirely skewered perspective on the
natural world. Numbers, an abstract perspective, being
more important than what is actually being achieved
in the real and natural world. Can we start looking
to factually see the world of plenty in context rather
than the abstract world of scarcity presented by the
money-power-industrial-MSM-education-behemoth?
The Abstract Voter
With several states and a federal election on the
horizon, it's important to separate truth from wishful
thinking. Craig Kelly MP is attending anti-lockdown
rallies around the nation on behalf of United Australia
Party. He is managed dissent with the hope of harvesting
a healthy vote for UAP. Scott Morrison is presenting the
narrative that he is arguing with Daniel Andrews over
covid restrictions. As if written for a wrestling match,
these players are all running to script.
The truth is we have been in lockstep/lockdown for
nearly 2 years and every politician has done nothing to
alleviate the carnage against our limiting Constitution,
the economic and financial destruction imposed on the
middle class (which is nearly all of us) with this massive
confiscation of assets - loss of cashflow, employees,
business or home equity; to draw in a compliant public
to rely on the federal government for financial handouts;
and to surrender all rights to independence and bodily
autonomy. We have experienced a coup d'état at all levels
of government with all political parties in lockstep. This
is hard to fathom but our governments have been taken
over by a foreign power while all the usual players are
still in position. This is what has occurred.
Wikipedia describes a successful coup d'état as
lasting longer than 7 days. We are two years in and
yet do not realise what has occurred. We have lost
control of our constitutionally limited governments
and we live in the entirely deluded hope to right the
wrong at the next election. Any change in future voting
patterns for the next round of elections will not alleviate
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the circumstances we find ourselves in, especially
considering the massive election frauds conducted across
the world in supposedly free nations. Our results will be
no better, for sure. The covid/climate program continues.
Voting as a Mechanism for Effective Representation
Filling in a piece of paper every 3 or 4 years is not
democracy - rule by the people. It is not even close. It
is firstly a manipulated fraud for the benefit of criminal
gangs called political parties. We have been subject to a
massive psyop - psychological operation, to bring about
world government with the final nail in the coffin of our
freedoms being the planned introduction of central bank
digital currency. Every move you make, every thing
you buy will be monitored; and you will be assessed
as to mandated compliance. The tyranny of parliament
acting as the agents of a foreign power is complete,
our constitution is overthrown with the corruption of
political parties controlled and fully supportive towards
the money-power. MSM is simply the propaganda arm
and cheer squad for this centralised power. We must look
elsewhere if we are to regain our ancient freedoms.
Transferring Responsibility
Employers are now required to maintain medical
records of their workers to ensure "jab" compliance,
facing massive fines for any failures. Where did this
come from except through a massive propaganda
campaign from big Pharma. This is the face of corporate
Fascism - (international) industry driving government
policy. The proposed medical passport - a digital
identification system - is an integral part of the agenda
to introduce a central bank digital currency. World
government is a Fascist dictatorship controlling every
step you take, cameras everywhere, smart devices,
QR codes, digital records everywhere, assessment
everywhere and all fully digitised thanks to the West.
These things did not occur by chance but were planned,
and our governments have been in on the subversion
from the beginning. The high speed internet NBN did not
just happen but was planned and implemented across the
free world. It does not matter who you vote for the results
will continue along this path unless...
A Moral Question
Is it right and moral for a small group of individuals
to control the people of the world and all the assets of the
world for their good pleasure? Is it?
OR Is it right and moral for every individual to enjoy
sufficient freedom to choose or refuse one thing at a
time, to control their own space and maintain bodily
autonomy as they see fit for their good pleasure? Is it?
Only one answer can be 'more' correct. Your answer
depends on your point of view, your philosophy.
Collectivism, whether it is ideological or theological,
answers that the group is of more importance than the
individual so world control for those few's good pleasure
is correct from that philosophical point of view.
On the other hand IF "the kingdom is within" - and
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"Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and
unto God the things that are God's" - and finally "love the
Lord thy God with thy whole heart, and with thy whole
soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy mind: and
thy neighbour as thyself. " - all these statements by the
Christ in 'red' are warnings against too much power being
a corrupting influence behind some other person's utopia
- where you will own nothing and be happy: K Schwab
The idea that someone else manages everything you
do cannot sit well with a rational person, let alone a God
fearing person. Who is that someone else to be and what
is it they want to control down to the last decree, exactly?
Chinese Social Credit
China is using state of the art surveillance (Western
Technology) to monitor its 1.42 Billion peoples. The
system attributes points for and against each person
based on their 'mandated' behaviour. Obviously other
individuals monitor and administer this system over
those people. The administrators are also monitored
by a level of administrators above them, as they also
are ad infinitum. Sometimes the administrators above
appear as normal people but are actually assessing those
below to ensure compliance of state mandates. The only
theoretical person not monitored is possibly the leader of
the CCCP Xi. I think the CCCP would also be monitoring
him very closely and will execute whatever is necessary
if he deviates from the party's line.
Is this really where we want to go as a civilisation?
Human Frailty
Who are these superhuman beings to monitor and
control us all - Fauci, Gates, Schwab, Xi, Morrison,
Andrews? Once a name is placed next to the potential
supreme administrator you quickly realise they are
as mortal as we all are. This monitoring equitably is
impossible to be effective and lasting without inordinate
levels of personal temptation leading to corruption. This
natural law of human frailty is to be considered when we
look towards finding our way out of this covid/climate
dilemma.
I note that Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò is calling
for another world power to combat this current world
power, calling it an International Global Alliance:
APPEAL FOR AN ANTI-GLOBALIST ALLIANCE.
I think the principle is wrong, in that this moral dilemma
requires a moral answer: The Kingdom of God is within.
From this 'within' comes self government, self discipline
and self restraint. Not world anything.
Free, Moral and Responsible - a trinity of virtues
that cannot be disassembled in favour of one facet over
the others. It must be balanced, held in equilibrium as
a natural law. I want my freedom (to work or travel)
in favour of the moral obligation to manage and be
responsible for your own body and your own life.
Government has entered into this realm illegitimately
and must be resisted back into an agreed and limiting
arrangement, so you are free enough to render unto God.
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We have ignored our personal responsibility to
God for beer and circuses (prodigal son). The ongoing
public demonstrations are lacking a clear message of
direction founded on the philosophy of truth. Without a
firm basis of association the crowds are rudderless and
drift from one thought to another, when if there was
an acceptance that their historical links to Christianity
gave them their legitimate freedoms in a moral and
responsible environment, the natural law as stated
provides the true light to navigate the road ahead. From
each statement 'in red 'of the Christ comes direction and
policy. The discussions about methods - administration
are of a secondary nature. Government must be limited.
The individual must not relinquish their personal
responsibility over their own life, and freedoms given
from God alone, not government allowing some rights.
The individual is given this life to know God, love Him
and serve Him in this world, and be happy with Him
forever in the next... This cannot be done if Caesar is lord
of all. That would be a sacrilege of the life given.
The End Point
Central Bank Digital Currency is the end point of
the covid and climate campaign. This currency will
be conditionally issued and controlled by a policy of
scarcity, whilst we live in a world of material abundance
from a gracious and loving Heavenly Father.
"...Seek ye therefore first the kingdom of God, and his
justice, and all these things shall be added unto you...".
WWI came into being in order to pursue the policy
of establishing communism in Russia - Korean war to
establish communist China. WWII came into being in
order to pursue the policy of expanding communism
across eastern Europe. Covid and climate campaigns
came in order to pursue the policy of establishing a
world communist slave state using digital technology and
central bank digital currency to monitor and control the
world for the pleasure of the few. This movement is the
anti-thesis of Christianity. It is a false religion of power
over the individual in defiance of "the kingdom of God is
within". The purpose and justification of coming together
to form communities in the first place is for the mutual
benefit of each and every individual within community.
A Novel Political Initiative
What is lacking in the political sphere is a service
movement separated from both church and state,
established to ensure our ancient freedoms are upheld,
maintained and promulgated across the land. A service
movement of faithful knights of differing skill-sets, that
take up this fight against tyranny and moves towards
centralisation of power by would-be dictators, being
a counter to the harlotry of modern political parties or
secret organisations who seek out the highest bidder for
their lascivious services. A loosely formed association
of like minded patriots that operate independently of any
formal structure to pursue freedom with responsibility
in a moral environment - calling a nation to repentance,
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rebuking the over reach of government and bureaucracy,
and persevering in the face of public misunderstanding
and malicious persecution. Modern knights of the Saint
George calibre, who pursue that pot of rare jewels, our
freedoms: that wrestle the dragon to the ground as their
Christian duty. Such is the times we live and die in.
The anti-christ has shown their face in the form of the
WHO and the WEF and the BIS. These forms have
always been there behind the scenes, but now they are
revealed to this corrupted world. Christian knights stand
to order and do your duty - a special calling given you by
a loving Heavenly Father. Go ye out into all the nations...

ACTION TARGET

There is a massive amount of information about Covid
and how it has affected our freedoms, but unless the
information is advanced to political action it will remain
like some brand new gadget - it will be useless until
the operator turns the switch to ON! We needed to be
educated but now the knowledge is out there and remains
ineffective unless we actually mobilise this into action.
Actionists are encouraged to use the information as
ammunition to be released upon the media & politicians.

Covid is not a health matter - it is a control
measure which requires a political solution

Covid is the tool being used to convince the
population to accept control (we must be kept safe!!).
All readers are encouraged to write to their MP,
politely stating they will only vote for a candidate willing
to restore our freedom. Ask, “Will he/she be the one?”
Better still, arrange a regular meeting with your MP.
Recommended to take only two or three along to the
meeting and stick to the key issue.
Do not get into debate about Ivermectin or the lack
of guaranteed vaccines etc - these are diversionary.
Guiding notes are available from the League office about
lost freedoms arising from the discrimination between
vaxxed and un-vaxxed citizens when in fact they both
have equal capacity to contract or transmit Covid. There
can be no justification in requiring police, teachers, shop
assistants etc to be jabbed.

Covid is not a health matter - it is a control
measure which requires a political solution
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